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DURABILITY

WHEN QUALITY MEETS QUALITY

Sustainability is a key element in the development of 
the Tropical Hangout product line. We only use high-
quality materials with a long service life guarantee, 
to create the most durable solution. If the Hangout is 
properly maintained, the frame will last a lifetime!

All the materials we use have been carefully selected. 
The strong frame is a combination of stainless steel 
and aluminum. The unique Tropical Hangout sleeves 
are made of high-quality outdoor fabric, that was 
originally applied in luxury yacht construction.

Only the best is good enough, therefore all our 
products have been tested for safety and quality. That 
is why we thoroughly tested the Hangout durability up 
to the full weight of 2100 kg!

The Hangout is best placed on grass or sand. They are 
stable and do not require ground anchoring which 
makes them very easy to install!

POWERFUL FACT
The Tropical Hangout 

has been tested at 2100kg



THE TRUE PLEASURE SEEKER

The Tropical Hangout | XL has been specially developed 
for those who truly know how to enjoy life. Taking a seat 
in the Tropical Hangout you will experience the ultimate 
comfort feeling through the spacious hammocks of 230 
cm long and 150 cm wide. The hammocks themselves 
are so large that you will easily fit together. Especially in 
combination with the add-ons, you will experience the 
true luxurious relaxing mode you have been looking 
and longing for!

The Tropical Hangout XL is our top-selling model and is 
ideal for resorts, beach clubs, holiday parks, wellness 
centers, and the luxury hospitality industry.
 

POWERFUL FACT
The total lying surface of the XL hammocks:

230 cm long and 150 cm wide



SOMETHING DIFFERENT

Because of a sitting position instead of the classic lying position, 
the Air Chair offers an ideal alternative. In the more active 
upright position, the Air Chair presents a more professional 
approach and can be used for (business) meetings, and 
brainstorming sessions, great for getting to know each other 
better in a relaxed way! 

The Air Chair has a fantastic and comfortable seat position 
with the same relaxing vibe that makes our line so unique. The 
Tropical Hangout Air Chair is perfectly suited for office spaces, 
airport terminals, and leisure parks.

The Tropical Hangouts were invented, designed, and produced 
in Amsterdam. Tropical Hangout was originally formed by four 
friends, all with a strong passion to produce from our root 
philosophy: ‘Creating products that make you smile’.

When we started, first we spent some time in the Caribbean 
(SXM). At our favorite beach bar, we hung a wonderful hammock 
between two palm trees. Because of the atmosphere and the 
comfort, this hammock was very popular. Unfortunately, one 
hammock is far beyond social, but due to a lack of hanging 
points, which is often the case, we have implemented this 
solution into our Tropical Hangout product line. We also want 
to bring over the relaxing feel of the Caribbean.

POWERFUL FACT
Tropical Hangouts can be sent 

internationally on one pallet

TROPICAL HANGOUT |  AIR CHAIR

CREATING PRODUCTS THAT MAKE YOU SMILE!





TROPICAL HANGOUT |  HOT SPOT

A RELAXED WAY TO SPEND YOUR DAY!

The Tropical Hangout | Hotspot is unique. Relaxing 
together with the entire family in the Hotspot is a 
fantastic experience. Because of the plateau with 
a diameter of around 3 meters, there is room for 
everyone.

It can be compared to a large lounge sofa or cabana. 
A relaxing way to spend your day.

POWERFUL FACT
The lounge platform has a 

cross-section around 3 metres



LET THE HAMMOCK PARTIES BEGIN!

Whether it ’s a sunny Sunday afternoon or a clear starry 
night, our multi-hammock stands provide the perfect 
setting for cozy gatherings. Let everyone find their 
comfortable cocoon and share the joy of floating with 
others.
 
Elevate the concept of a “hangout” to new heights. With 
multiple options, friends, and family can relax together 
without compromising on comfort. 

Turn your garden or terrace into a social hub where 
everyone can enjoy. Our multi-hammock stands are an 
invitation to host the most relaxed parties. It ’s not just a 
hammock; it ’s an invitation to come together and savor 
the good life.

BEACH PARTY



EYE-CATCHER          

SOCIAL MEETING

BRANDING           

DURABLE           

ANY LOCATION          

COMFORT           

SAFETY             

The Tropical Hangouts are real eye-catchers. Because it 
is an instagrammable product people take a lot of photos 
with the Hangout.

The Tropical Hangouts are true social meeting points. 
Families and friends gather here to make memories!

The Tropical Hangout can be used perfectly as a branding 
tool. By linking your brand to our product. The Tropical 
Hangout stands out and so will your brand!

The Tropical Hangouts are very durable. By using only 
high-quality materials, the lifespan of the Hangout is very 
long. In addition, the Hangout continues to look great.

The Tropical Hangouts can be placed basically anywhere. 
Because they are stable, they can also be placed on a flat 
slope. Preferably, the Hangout is placed on grass or sand.

The Tropical Hangouts are designed for comfort. In all 
types of lounge constructions, you can relax like a king.

Tropical Hangouts are very safe. All constructions are 
tested with 2100 KG. The Tropical Hangout has a TUV 
certificate.



OWN STAND 
 
The ideal place for a hammock is of course between two large palm trees, 
three meters apart. Because few have this, hammocks with this stand are 
ideal. 

Through our innovation, you can now share these moments with your 
loved ones. To create moments together that make you smile.

DESIGN IN COMFORT

POWERFUL FACT
The Tropical Hangouts are designed 

for comfort. In all types of lounge 
constructions, you can relax like a king



When you talk about brand activation, everything 
revolves around getting and keeping people’s attention. 
This is something that the Tropical Hangout naturally 
excels in!

We know better than anyone that with a unique object 
creating such a buzz, you’d dream of putting your 
company in the spotlight with this… Of course, this is 
possible!

The tensegrity hammock stand is a true eye-catcher. 
And because of its unrivaled construction, the 3-person 
hammock is often the center of attention. Which is the 
perfect brand activation solution for any event.

With specially designed Promotional Banners, we enable 
you to send clear messages to your customers or 
suppliers. 

For years already The Tropical Hangout has generated 
a continuous stream of high social media traffic. While 
relaxing on the Tropical Hangout millions of images 
have already been taken and shared, and you have just 
received some free visual advertisements!

BRAND ACTIVATION

PROMOTIONAL BANNER



TROPICAL HANGOUT |  QUATTRO

TWO IS A PARTY, FOUR IS A FIESTA

The Tropical Hangout | Quattro is our largest model 
with 4 hammocks! Since many people travel the world 
in an even number, this offers the ideal solution so that 
everyone can optimally enjoy their lounge experience.

TROPICAL HANGOUT |  LAGUN

NO STRINGS ATTACHED...

The Tropical Hangout | Lagun is developed for high-end 
locations. For this model, we did extensive research, 
resulting in a unique cable-free design product! 

The Tropical Hangout l Lagun looks spacious and free 
for an optimal experience. The seating comfort and 
experience are of course the same as the XL version.

The Tropical Hangout | Lagun is developed for high-
end locations such as (beach) resorts.   
 
 

POWERFUL FACT
The Lagun free of any 

cables 





POWERFUL FACT
While best put on sand or grass, 

Hangouts can be placed anywhere



TROPICAL HANGOUT | HAMMOCKS AND SLEEVES

BLUE BORDEAUX GREY BORDEAUX

RAINBOW WHITE NAVY BLACK

BLACK RETRO GREEN NATURAL



| ADD-ONS AND BRADINGTROPICAL HANGOUT 

PILLOW SET

BRANDED SLEEVES PROMOTION BANNERBRANDED LOUNGE PILLOW

AIR CHAIRCOCKTAIL TABLE SET SUN SHADE

BRANDED COCKTAIL TABLE SET
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HANGOUT 
HOTSPOT

85kg
5.0 diameter

2.4 meter 
heigth

Lounge 
platform: 
3 meters

750kg 600kg 8 pers TüV

HANGOUT 
LAGUN

  65kg
4.0 diameter
1.70 meter 

height

2.3 meter 
hammock 

length x 1.5 
meter width

500kg 150kg 6 pers
    
TüV
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HANGOUT 
XL

85kg
4.0 diameter

1.7 meter 
height

2.3 meter 
hammock 

length x 1.5 
meter width

500kg 150kg 6 pers TüV

HANGOUT 
AIRCHAIR

HANGOUT 
QUATTRO

85kg
4.5 diameter
1.70 meter 

height

0.45 meter 
length x 0.5 
meter width

500kg 200kg 3 pers TüV

115kg
5.5 diameter
1.70 meter 

height

2.3 meter 
hammock 

length x 1.5 
meter width

600kg 150kg 8 pers TüV

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS XL
Length x Width x Height

40 x 60 x 175 cm

TROPICAL HANGOUT            | SPECIFICATIONS





| TROPICALHANGOUT.COM


